VILLAGE OF LIBERTWILLE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMISION
Tuesday, July 23, 2019
7:00 p.m.

Village Hall

Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Minutes of the IVIarch 12, 2019 Bicycle Advisory Commission
3. 2019 Community Bike Ride Planning Details
4. Discuss Bike Parking Options
5. Bicycle Repair Station - Location Feasibility
6. Other

7. Adjourn

My individual who would like to attend this meeting but because of disability needs some accommodation to participate should
contact the ADA Coordinator at 118 West Cook Avenue, Libertyville, Illinois 60048 (847) 362-2430.
Assistive listening devices are available.

VILLAGE OF LIBERTYVILLE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMISSION
Tuesday, March 12, 2019
6:00 p.m.

Village Hall
Minutes
Attendance
Commission:

Chairperson Ken Glick, Commissioner Dave Sallmami, Commissioner Elliot
Hillback, Commissioner Michelle Thompson

Village Board:
Village Staff:

Trustee Donna Johnson, Tmstee Pete Garrity, Trustee Pat Carey
Public Works Management Analyst Patrick Hastings

Residents:

Vince Amyot

Agenda
1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 6:00 PM
2. Minutes of the November 27, 2018 Bicycle Advisory Commission
Minutes of the November 27,2018 meeting were approved as written. Due to a lack of quorum
no official minutes were drafted at of the January 22, 2019 meeting.

3. Set 2019 Community Bike Ride Date
Saturday, September 14, 2019 was proposed as the date for the next Community Bike Ride.
This would place the event on the same weekend as previous years and does not conflict with
events on the Village's Community Calendar or the local school district's calendars.
Commission members wanted to look into the possibility of holding the event on a Sunday as
it may not conflict with kid's extracurricular activities such as soccer. The Commission desires
to set the date of Sunday, September 8, 2019 as the date, pending no unforeseen conflicts.
The Commission discussed other ways to get the work out about the Community Bike Ride.
One thought was to partake in the Libertyville Days Parade. Possible activities to include in
the parade activities are a bicycle decorating contest and handing fliers out about the
Community Bike Ride. Another option was to partner with Mainstreet Libertyville and get
word out with the Twilight Shuffle gear packets.
4. Bicycle Repair Station-Location Determination

Garner Cyclery offered to donate bicycle repair stations to be installed around the Village.
Staff determined possibly locations and asked the Commission to rank the desired install areas.
The ranking consist of:
1. Downtown Metra Station
2. Butler Lake Parking Lot off Winchester Road

3. Adler Park/Des Plaines River Trail
4. Garfleld Ave/Northshore Bike Trail
Staff will determine the site specific feasibility of installing at these locations and the cost of
doing so. Information gathered will be provided at the next Bicycle Advisory Commission
meeting.

5. Bicycle Friendly Community - August 8,2019 Deadline
The next deadline to submit for the Bicycle Friendly Designation is August 8, 2019. The
application process was led by an outgoing Commission member. Commission member Elliot
Hillback will now lead the process. It was determined that since the previous submission gave
feedback on how to increase chances for a Bicycle Friendly award, the Commission should
work on accomplishing those tasks.
6. Other
Vincent Amyot brought up a grant opportunity that he had come across. Staff would look into
what it entails and the possibility of obtaining the grant.

The meeting was adjourned at 7:00 PM.

Respectfully Submitted,
Patrick Hastings
Public Works Management Analyst

Libertyville
spirit ofindependence

Memorandum

To: Libertyville Bicycle Advisory Commission
From: Patrick Hastings, Public Works Management Analyst

Date: July 23, 2019
Subject: May 21, 2019 Meeting Discussion Notes
A Bicycle Advisory Commission meeting was held on March 21, 2019 at 6:00pm. Due to a lack of a
quorum no official minutes were recorded/ any action required was deferred to the next meeting.
However, meeting notes are provided in order to outline what was discussed at the meeting. Items on

the agenda consisted of partnering with GO! Libertyville for the community bike ride event, bicycle
repair station feasibility of locations, and participation in the Libertyville Days parade.
GO! Libertyville is a program through Lake County that engages citizens to participate in walking,
running, and hiking within their communities. By partnering with the County for the Community Bike
Ride event, it could generate a larger turnout due to an increase in publicity. The bike ride is set for

Sunday, September 8, 2019. The location is still being determined but Adler Park was suggested due to
construction taking place along last year's route.

Bicycle repair stations are being offered for donation by a local bicycle shop. Prior to recommending the
acceptance of these stations to the Committee level/ the Commission desired to understand the location
feasibility and costs associated. An analysis was provided to the Commission but with no quorum/ no
official action on the matter was taken.

The Bicycle Commission had expressed a desire to participate in the Libertyville Days parade and a few
coordinating details needed to be determined. Elliot Hillback stated that he would take the lead in
gathering participants, determine what signage could be used, and coordinate application turn in.
Meeting concluded at 6:50 p.m.

.Libertyville ^.,»»,,,
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JULY 23, 2019 BICYCLE ADVISORY COMMISSION

AGENDA REPORT

3. 2019 Community Bike Ride Planning Details

The Commission may discuss planning details surrounding the Community Bike Ride. Items
include potential routes and length of those routes, outreach, and potential partnerships with local
businesses.

4. Discuss Bicycle Parking Options
The Commission has expressed interest in understanding where current bicycle parking exists
within the Village and where it is potentially needed. The Commission may discuss desired types
of bike racks, parameters for determining locations, and how to increase awareness to where
current parking is. Lifestyle Cycle, a bicycle shop in Libertyville, has expressed interest in
working with the Commission to increase bike parking options in the Village.
5. Bike Repair Stations - Location Feasibility

Staff presented a cost and location feasibility breakdown at the May 28, 2019 Bicycle Advisory
Commission but due to a lack of a quorum there was no action taken on the matter. The
Commission may discuss and make a recommendation of the topic to the Committee level.

Public Works Department
Administration and Engineering Division 847-918-2100 847-918-9439 fax

Streets and Utilities Division/Fleet Services Division (847) 362-3434 (847) 918-2122 fax
Waste Water Treatment Plant (847) 918-2007 (847) 362-4256 fax
Parks Maintenance (847) 91 8-2074 (847)918-9429 fax
200 East Cook Avenue Libertyville, Illinois 60048
www.libertyville.com
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Selecting and installing bicycle parking that works
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01 INTRODUCTION

Among the necessary supports for bicycle transportation, bike

parking stands out for being both vital and easy. Still, it requires

02 SHORT-TERM PARKING
Site planning
Bike corrals

some attention to get it right. Bike parking may go unused if it's
not more appealing to users than the nearest sign post. A minor

mistake in installation can make a quality rack unusable. The
variety of bicycle sizes, shapes, and attachments continues to
increase, and good bike parking should accommodate all types.

03 LONG-TERM PARKING
Site planning

The Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP)
prepared this guide for people planning to purchase or install bike

Special considerations for

parking fixtures on a limited scale. It is a brief overview of APBP's

long-term parking

comprehensive Bicycle Parking Guidelines handbook, available at
www.apbp.org,

04 INSTALLATION

This guide divides bike parking into short-term and long-term

Installation surface

installations. These two kinds of parking serve different needs,

Installation fasteners

and the starting point for most bike parking projects is recognizing

Installation techniques

05 BICYCLE RACK SELECTION

whether the installation should serve short-term users, long-term

users, or both. If users will typically be parking for two hours or
longer, they are likely to value security and shelter above the
convenience and ease that should characterize short-term parking.

Performance criteria for

bike parking racks
Rack styles
Rack materials and coatings

10 PLACEMENT

Parking Time

Effective bike parking for short-term
users depends on two main factors:

1) proximity to the destination and

Location

2) ease of use.

Short-term bike parking should be visible from and close to the entrance it

Short-term parking is designed to
meet the needs of people visiting
businesses and institutions, and
others with similar needs-typicaiiy
lasting up to two hours. Short-term
users may be infrequent visitors to a
location, so the parking installation

needs to be readliy visible and
self-explanatory.

n

serves—50' or less is a good benchmark. Weather-protected parking makes
bicycle transportation more viable for daily and year-round use, and it can

reduce the motivation for users to bring wet bicycles into buildings. Area
lighting is important for any location likely to see use outside of daylight hours.
Security
All racks must be sturdy and well-anchored, but location determines the
security of short-term parking as much as any other factor. Users seek out

parking that is visible to the public, and they particularly value racks that can be
seen from within the destination. Areas with high incidence of bicycle theft may
justify specific security features such as specialty racks, tamper-proof mounting
techniques, or active surveillance.

INVERTEDU

Quantity
Many jurisdictions have ordinances governing bike parking quantity. APBP's full
Bicycle Parking Guidelines offers complete recommendations for the amount and
type of parking required in various contexts. In the absence of requirements, it's

<t>

okay to start small—but bear in mind that perceived demand may be lower than
POST & RING

the demand that develops once quality parking appears.

Some cities with limited sidewalk space and strong bicycle activity place bike
CORRAL

parking in on-street "bike corrals" located in the street area adjacent to the curb.
Bike corrals can sometimes make use of on-street areas that are unsuitable for
auto parking. When replacing a single auto parking space, a corral can generally

fit 8 to 12 bicycles. APBP's full Bicycle Parking Guidelines provides details about

orv^

designing and siting bike corrals. ^ apbp.org

Users of long-term parking generally
place high value on security and weather
protection. Long-term parking is designed

Location

to meet the needs of employees,

Appropriate locations for long-term parking vary with context. Long-term

residents, public transit users, and others

parking users are typically willing to trade a degree of convenience for weather

with simiiar needs. These users typically

protection and increased security. Long-term installations emphasize physical

park either at home or at a routine

security above public visibility. Signage may be needed for first-time users.

destination such as a workplace. They
often leave their bicycles unmon'stored

Security

for a period of several hours or longer,

Security is paramount for quality long-term parking. Access to parked bicycles

so they require security and weather

can be limited individually (as with lockers) or in groups (as with locked bike

protection that let them park without

rooms or other secure enclosures). Options for access control include user-

unreasonable concern for loss

supplied locks, keys, smart cards, and other technologies.

or damage.

Quantity

Long-term parking can take a variety

Refer to local ordinances or the comprehensive APBP Bicyde Parking Guidelines

of forms, including a room within a

to determine the amount and type of parking required for various contexts,

residential building or workplace, a
secure enclosure within a parking garage,
or a cluster of bike lockers at a transit
center. Some long-term parking is open
to the public—such as a staffed secure
enclosure at a transit hub-and some of it

In many ways, short-term and long-term parking function similarly and are

is on private property with access limited

served by the same guidelines. Some exceptions are noted below.

to employees, residents, or other de fined
user groups.

Density
The competition of uses for high-security and sheltered locations creates
particular pressure on long-term parking to fit more bicycles in less space,

When parking needs cannot be met with standard racks and spacing
recommended in this guide, consider rack systems designed to increase parking
density. See the high-density racks table on page 7. Note that increasing density

without careful attention to user needs can create parking that excludes people
because of age, ability, or bicycle type. This may result in people parking bicycles
in other less desirable places or choosing not to bike at all.
BIKE LOCKERS

Bicycle design variety
Long-term parking facilities should anticipate the presence of a variety of
bicycles and accessories, including—depending on context—recumbents,
trailers, children's bikes, long-tails, and others. To accommodate trailers and

long bikes, a portion of the racks should be on the ground and should have an
additional 36" of in-line clearance.
Performance criteria

The bike rack criteria in the next section apply to racks used in any installation,
SHELTERED SECURE
ENCLOSURE

regardless of its purpose. Long-term installations often use lockers and
group enclosures not discussed in this guide. Such equipment raises

additional considerations that are discussed in detail in APBP's full Bicycle
Parking Guidelines. ^ apbp.org

Selecting an appropriate installation
surface and technique is key to
creating bicycle parking that remains
secure and attractive over time.

A sturdy concrete pad is an ideal surface for installing bicycle parking.
Other surfaces often encountered include asphalt, payers, and soft surfaces
such as earth or mulch. These surfaces can accommodate in-ground mounting
or freestanding bike racks such as inverted-U racks mounted to rails.

See APBP's Bicycle Parking Guidelines for details. f¥ apbp.org

When installing racks on existing concrete, consider the location and select
appropriate fasteners. Drill any holes at least three inches from concrete edges
or joints. Some locations benefit from security fasteners such as concrete spikes
or tamper-resistant nuts on wedge anchors. Asphalt is too soft to hold wedge

and spike anchors designed for use in concrete. Installing bike parking on asphalt
typically requires freestanding racks and anchor techniques specific to asphalt.

PASTENERS
CONCRETE SPIKE

Installs quickly in concrete with a
hammer Tamper-resistant. Removal
may damage concrete and/or rack.

CONCRETE
WEDGE ANCHOR

Allows for rack removal as needed.
Not bamper-resistant, but can
accommodate security nuts (below).

SECURITY NUTS

Use with concrete wedge anchors.
Security nuts prevent removal with
common hand tools.

When installing racks on existing concrete, choose those with a surface-

mount flange and install with a hammer drill according to the specifications of
the mounting hardware selected. When pouring a new concrete pad, consider

bike parking fixtures designed to be embedded in the concrete. Because
replacing or modifying an embedded rack is complicated and costly, this
installation technique requires particular attention to location, spacing, rack
quantity, and material.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
FOR BIKE PARKING RACKS

These criteria apply to any rack for short- or long-term use.

CRITERIA

DETAILS

Supports bike upright without

The rack should provide two points of contact with the frame—at least 6" apart

putting stress on wheels

horizontally. Or, if a rack cradles a bicycle's wheel, it must also support the frame
securely at one point or more. The rack's high point should be at least 32",

Accommodates a variety of

The racks recommended on page 6 ("racks for all applications") serve nearly all

bicycles and attachments

common bike styles and attachments—if installed with proper clearances (see
placement section). Avoid designs and spacing that restrict the length, height, or
width of bicycles, attachments, or wheels,

Allows locking of frame and at

A closed loop of the rack should allow a single U-lock to capture one wheel and a

least one wheel with a U-lock

closed section of the bike frame. Rack tubes with a cross section larger than 2" can
complicate the use of smaller U-locks.

Provides security and

Steel and stainless steel are common and appropriate materials for most general-

longevity features appropriate

use racks. Use tamper-resistant mounting hardware in vulnerable locations.

for the intended location

Rack finish must be appropriate to the location (see materials and coatings section).

Rack use is intuitive

First-time users should recognize the rack as bicycle parking and should be able to
use it as intended without the need for written instructions.

RACK STYLES

The majority of manufactured b'tke racks fail into one of the categories on pages 6-8.
Within a given style, there is wide variation among specific racks, resulting in inconsistent
usability and durabii'ity. APBP recommends testing a rack before committing broadly to it.

When properiy designed and instalied, these rack
styles typically meet all performance criteria and are
appropriate for use in neariy any application.

INVERTED U
also called
staple, loop

POST & RING

nn
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WHEELWELL-

SECURE

Common style appropriate for many uses; two points

of ground contact. Can be installed in series on rails to
create a free-standing parking area in variable quantities.
Available in many variations.

Common style appropriate for many uses; one point of
ground contact. Compared to inverted-U racks, these are
less prone to unintended perpendicular parking. Products
exist for converting unused parking meter posts.

Includes an element that cradles one wheel. Design and

\-

performance vary by manufacturer; typically contains

bikes well, which is desirable for long-term parking and
in large-scale installations (e.g. campus); accommodates

fewer bicycle types and attachments than the two
styles above.

BT
KIB
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Thf's guide analyzes the most common styles of bike racks, but it is not exhaustive. Use the performance criteria on page 5 to
evaluate rack styles not mentioned. Custom and artistic racks can contribute to site identity and appearance, but take care
that such racks don't emphasize appearance over function or durability.

These rack styles do not meet all performance criteria
but may be appropriate in certain constrained situalions.

•
High-density rack systems can maximize the use of limited parking space, but they don't work for ail users or bicycles.
If installing these racks, reserve addit'ionai parking that accommodates bicycles with both wheels on the ground for users who
are not able to lift a bicycle or operate a two-tier rack, or for bikes that are not compatible with two-tier or vertical racks.

STAGGERED

Variation of the wheelwell-secure rack designed to

WHEELWELL-

stagger handlebars vertically or horizontally to increase

SECURE

VERTICAL

\-\-

parking density. Reduces usability and limits kinds of bikes
accommodated, but contains bikes well and aids in fitting
more parking in constrained spaces.

Typically used for high-density indoor parking. Not
accessible to all users or all bikes, but can be used in
combination with on-ground parking to increase overall
parking density. Creates safety concerns not inherent to
on-ground parking.

TWO-TIER

Typically used for high-density indoor parking.
Performance varies widely. Models for public use include
lift assist for upper-tier parking. Recommend testing
before purchasing. Creates safety concerns not inherent
to on-ground parking, and requires maintenance for
moving parts.

11
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Because of performance concerns. APBP recommends
selecting other racks instead of these.

WAVE
also called uncfulatin^
orserpentine

ann

Not intuitive or user-friendly; real-world use of this style
often falls short of expectations; supports bike frame at
only one location when used as intended.

SCHOOLYARD

Does not allow locking of frame and can lead to wheel

also called

damage. Inappropriate for most public uses, but useful

comb, grid

for temporary attended bike storage at events and in
locations with no theft concerns. Sometimes preferred

by recreational riders, who may travel without locks and
tend to monitor their bikes while parked.

COATHANGER

^

WHEELWELL

This style has a top bar that limits the types of bikes it
can accommodate.

Racks that cradle bicycles with only a wheelwell do not
provide suitable security, pose a tripping hazard, and can
lead to wheel damage.

BOLLARD

SPIRAL

SWING ARM
SECURED

t
\\\\

This style typically does not appropriately support a
bike's frame at two separate locations.

Despite possible aesthetic appeal, spiral racks have
functional downsides related to access, real-world use,

and the need to lift a wheel to park.

These racks are intended to capture a bike's frame
and both wheels with a pivoting arm. In practice, they
accommodate only limited bike types and have movinj
parts that create unneeded complications.

RACK MATERIALS

& COATINGS

Most bicycle parking racks are made of carbon steel or stamless steel. Carbon steel
requires a surface coating to resist rust while appropriate grades of stainless steel
need no coating. Not all materiaSs and coatings with the same name perform equally.
Square tubing provides a security advantage as round tubing can be cut quietly with a
hand-held pipe cutter. Before purchasing racks, talk to suppliers about your particular
condf'tfbns and choose a material and coating that suit your needs. The following are
common choices, depending on local considerations and preferences.

KBBulBfic
RACK MATERIAL -

RELATIVE

COATING

PURCHASE COST

DURABILITY

CAUTIONS

Carbon steel - galvanized

Usually lowest

Highly durable and

Utilitarian appearance; can

low-maintenance;

be slightly rough to the touch

touch-up, if required,

is easy and blends
seamlessly
ISIiKliBSIISI
Carbon steel - powder

Generally marginally

coat* (TGIC or similar)

higher than galvanized

Poor durability

Requires ongoing maintenance;

generally not durable enough for
long service exposed to weather;
not durable enough for large-

scale public installations
Carbon steel -

Intermediate

Good durability

thermoplastic

Appearance degrades overtime
with scratches and wear;
not as durable as galvanized
orstainless

Highest

Low-maintenance

Can be a target for theft because

needed, but may be

and highest durability;

of salvage value; maintaining

machined for appearance

most resistant

appearance can be difficult in

to cutting

some locations

Stainless steel - no coating

When applied to carbon steel, TGIC powder coat should be applied over a zinc-nch primer or galvan'ization to prevent the
spread of rust beneath the surface or at nicks in the finish.

l^feii83ilSi£Si
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The foilowing minimum spacing requirements apply to
some common insto//atf'ons of fixtures iike inverted- U or
post-and-ring racks that park one bicycle roughly centered
on each side of the rack. Recommended clearances
are given first, with minimums in parentheses where
appropriate. In areas with tight clearances, consider
wheeiwefl-secure racks (page 6), which can be placed
doser to walls and constrain the bicycle footprint more
reliably than Jnverted-U and post-and-nng racks.
The footprint of a typical bicycie is approximately 6'x 2'.
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96"

Cargo bikes and bikes with trailers can extend to 10'

(72" MIN)

or longer.

«— 36"—>g

(24"MIN) g

8
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16'MIN

I,

60"

(48" M1N)
'['

96"

T

36"-

(72" M IN)

I

48" (36" MIN)
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?
MIN
{ I! 24"
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(24" MIN)
48" (36" M IN)

When installing sidewalk racks, maintain
the pedestrian through zone. Racks should
be placed in line with existing sidewalk
obstructions to maintain a clear line of
travel for all sidewalk users.

120"RECOMMENDED-

Sidewalk racks adjacent
to on-street auto

parking should be placed
between parking stalls
to avoid conflicts with
opening car doors.

96" RECOMMENDED
CROSSWALK

•60"-

®«^»
t

72"-

®—®.

48"-

24" (36" PREFERRED WHEN ADJACENT TO AUTO PARKING)
4.

CROSSWALK
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DRAFT

Bike Repair Station Site Feasibility:
1. Downtown Metra Station
® Has space requirements needed
® No need for additional concrete pad
® May need ARC approval for the Metra site
• $155.04-labor for unit install cost
2. Butler Lake Parking Lot off Winchester Road
• Has space requirements needed
• Would need LCDOT permit for any signage on Winchester.
• Base Only Set up
i. $542.63 in Labor (Concrete and Install)
ii. $50 in concrete and materials
• 5x9 Concrete Pad
i. $750.00-concrete pad cost
ii. $155.04- labor for unit install cost
3. Adler Park/Des Plaines River Trail
• Has space requirements needed
® Would need Forest Preserve approval for any on trail signage.
® Base Only Set up
i. $465.11 in Labor (Concrete and Install)
ii. $50 in concrete and materials
» 5x9 Concrete Pad
i. $750.00-concrete pad cost
ii. $155.04- labor for unit install cost

4. Garfield Ave/Northshore Bike Trail
® Has space requirements needed
® Ideal location would require IDOT permit
® Base Only Set up
i. $465.11 in Labor (Concrete and Install)
ii. $50 in concrete and materials
® 5x9 Concrete Pad
i. $750.00-concrete pad cost
ii. $155.04- labor for unit install cost
In total/ a concrete base installation would cost $1,777.89. To install on a concrete pad/ cost would be
$2/870.16 installed.
Per zoning code no off site signage would be allowed.

Please note, costs shown are estimated.

